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Explore the magnificent city of Beijing with ease with the help of this genuinely pocket-sized, pop-up

map. Small in size yet big on detail, this compact, dependable, city map will ensure you don't miss a

thing. * Includes 2 PopOut maps: a street map of the greater area surrounding the Forbidden City

(from Haidan to Chaoyang), and a detailed street layout of the centre of this area * Additional maps

of the Forbidden City itself, Beijing Municipality and Beijing Subway are also included * Handy,

self-folding, tourist map is small enough to fit in your pocket yet offers extensive coverage of the city

in an easy-to-use format * Thorough street index is also featured and cross-referenced to the map

so you can easily find your destination * Hotels, restaurants, stores and attractions are all included

on the mapsIdeal to pop in a pocket or bag for quick reference while exploring the Beijing.
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I generally don't like pop out maps as I find they are too fragile. I didn't work this map too hard, so

not sure how well it would hold up for a week of touring. However, I used if for a few days and it held

up fine. There was enough detail for about 90% of what I did. Some streets in Beijing don't match

the map, and google maps is inaccurate. Thats' just as well, as once you're in the country google is

blocked anyway. I needed did find a good solution for high resolution maps of the city, and street

signs are.. sparse.

these maps are terrific. And increasingly difficult to find. Three separate maps taking wider circles



out from the Forbidden City. And the subway map and street index. Well laminated and indeed

pocket size. Only down side is there is not date of publication. But then how much would the

Forbidden City change year to year eh? Can only find a Popout Map for Shanghai. Wish other major

tourist cities in China were covered too.

This version (Beijing) is GOOD, not as good as Tokyo or Istanbul, but very worth the money.I love

these maps, perfect for travelers as they are small, fit in your back pocket and have everything you

need for the city.The best part about these maps are not being that guy standing in the middle of a

huge public area trying to read a 24' by 36" regular size map and looking just stupid. These maps

allow you to quickly reference where you are without drawing attention to yourself.

Everyone on my tour wanted one, except the tour guide. He said you needed neighborhood detail

because we were more often outside the center of Beijing.

This map was so helpful. The subway map needs to be updated, as some new routes are not

included. For anybody touring Beijing, I recommend this product. Takes up little room but has a

wealth of info. HOWEVER, they need to update the subway map.

Handy guide... informative, good map illustrations and perfect pocket size. Always love the pop out

pocket maps when traveling.

If you need lots of detail with a larger area included, go with the China Regional Map by Periplus.

This map however is fantastic for tossing in a backpack or even a pocket. It is very compact and

very useful.

my students like it!
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